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INTROKJCTION

Early in the history of radioactivity it was observed that

radiations emitted by various elejnents were characterized by

having discrete energies. Later when through boinbardment arti-

ficial radioactive elements were produced, these, too, were

found to emit radiation in which the energies were fairly con-

stant. Furthermore the absorption cross sections of the bom-

barded Btoms showed definite resononce values for certain

energies of the bombarding particles. All of these data indi-

cate the probability of nuclear energy levels (1).

Early in 19A2, Quggenheii&er (2) presented a hypothesis in

which he considered the nucleus as an entity which could rotate.

He treated the nucleus as a sphere rotating about a central axis

end, also, as a divided mass with one part revolving about the

other.

Of particular interest was the case of the spherical rotor

for which a nonrelativistic quantum mechanical treatment led to

a solution only upon the assumption of discrete energy levels

with eigenvalues given by

E = BK( K -H 1 ) in which (I)

B = h / 2 I

I = .4 m r2

K = 0. 1, 2, 3, . . .

I = the moment of inertia of the spherical nucleus

T = the radius of the spherical nucleus
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By using the usual easumption that r io proportional to the

cube root of the mass number and the mass is proportional to the

mass number, it was possible to change the form of Eq. I to

E =^ 2.5 % A"^/3 K(K+1) (II)

where A was the atomio mass number, E was the eigenvalue in

million electron volts, and Bq v/as a constant evaluated from

experimental evidence to be 5. 06 million electron voltB.

Gruggenheimer (2) was able to show fairly good correlation

between theoretical and experimentally observed resonance levels

in various atoms for high energy transitions. However, for the

energy region existing between the lower limits attainable by a

Van de Graff accelerator and the upper limits of K x-ray absorp-

tion, no data were available. Since in this region a number of

atoms were predicted to absorb radiation, it was the purpose of

this investigation to further test the rotational theory by

observing the absorption of high energy x-rays by Ca, Ni, Fe,

Zn, and Cu, These elements were selected for this experiment

since their theoretical energy levels were in the region of 20

to 60 KEV which was accessible to available x-ray equipment.

APPARATUS

The apparatus used in this experiment is shown In Plate I.

The x-ray machine was built by Pickering X-Ray Corporation for

hospital use. The x-ray tube end its case were counted on a

table as shown. The De Broglie spectrometer was constructed on



EXPLANATIOH 01 PLATS I

Photograph of tho apparatus

A - The x-ray tube housing and the x-ray tube

B - Position of the absorber

C - The lead slit

D - Galoite crystal

2 - Crystal rocking assembly

F - Filii; holder
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an optical bench which wos bolted to the table (3, 4).

The distence from the slit to the axis of crystal rotation

and the distrace from the axis of crystal rotation to the film

were chosen to be 20 centimeters.

The crystal was rocked through an angle of about four degrees

by the rocking assembly. The rocking assembly changed the angle

of the crystal at a uniform rate of eight degrees per minute.

With a slit -width of .1 mm the exposure necessary, using

Eastman no-screen x-ray film, was about 10 to 15 millampere

hours

.

The wave lengths of the lines were calculated from the Bragg

Law after the position of the lines were measured by the micro-

comparator (4). After the tungsten K°< ^ , and °<z lines had been

identified, they were used as the calibration point; and all

other wave lengths were measured from the known tungsten K°<i ,

ando<£ wave lengths (4).

The resolving power, ii:: , for this instrument measured at

the tungsten K lines was approximately .005.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Two films were exposed with each element as the absorber In

position B of Plate I. Two additional films were exposed, one

at the beginning and one at the end of the experiment, without

an absorber for control purposes.

Three densitometer traces were made for each film, and all
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traces for a particular absorber everagad together. The truces

for control (no absorber) were alao averaged. All of these

averatTs braces were shown on, Plate II.

The exposures were adjusted so that all filma had nearly the

same density.

Ths absorption curves on Plate III were drawn by taking the

difference batv/eon the ordlnates of the averaged densitometer

traces for the particular absorber and the ordinctea of the aver-

aged trace for the control. These differonoes were plotted

against energy.

The differences had no quanta tive meaning because the sensi-

tivity of the film to diffei'ent energies of the x-rays was not

known.

mpmummL rssults

The absorption curves found in Piute III for each of the

elements showed that the absorption was not a artooth function of

the energy of x-rays. The inaxiiae of the broad absorption lines

which appeared on these curves were listed for each element in

Table 1.
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Table 1, The positions of absorptions for anch element
tested.

Element

Ca

Hi

F«

Ott

2n

Observed absorption (KEV)

26
U9 to 58

30
43
49
57

31
56

25
50 to 56

25
48
55



jm»L*Ji^i.TIOH OF PLATE II

ATeragad densitoinetar truces of the films
exposed with Ca, Ni, Fe, Cu, and ijx ab-
sorbers and also vdthout an absorber.

All of the curves were dravm from
averaged densitometer traces of two films
exposed for each eleniexit as an absorber.
Two films were exposed without an absorber
for the control. Three densitocieter
traces were made for each film and the
average of the six traces for the two films
was used to make each trace shown on the
plate.
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SXFLkNiiTIOn OF PLATE IIX

Rttlative absorption Tersus energy for Ca, Nl,
3*6, and Cu.

The diffarenoaa of relative absorption
shown, were plotted against energy. The
absorption ourvoa were obtaine^l by tsklng
the differenoes of the orfiinates of the
averaged densitorieter trace for the control
and the average trace for the particular
element as the absorber (Plate II).

These differenoes had no quantative
meaning in as much as the sensitivity of
the filfi at different euorgios of x-ray
was not known.
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Table 2. Calculated energy levels and oaloulated
energy level dlfferenoes oompared to
the observed absorptions.

Elament : Energy level : Differences : Observed absorption
: (OV) ; (KEV) : (KEV)

Ca El — 53.8 El -E — 53.8 26
49

(52) *

to 58

Ni Ei= 28.6
E2= 85.8
13 = 171.6

E^-E^ =

24-E3 =

28.6
57.2
85.8
85.6

30
49
57
43 (86) *

Fe Ei= 31.0
S2= 93.1

Sl-Eo =
E2-31 =

31.0
61.2

31
56

Gu Ei=. 25.2
E2= 76.5

•''*2~-^l
—

25.2
50.4

25
50 to 56

Zn Ei= 23.8
S2= 74.1

%~^o =
S2-iSi =

23.8
47.6

25
48
55

IK

Values assvuned to be in the second ordsr.
The value of energy in the parenthesis is
the energy that does appear at that place
on the film from the second order.

Values not predicted by the CJuggenheimer
theory.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Tho observed energlee of ebsorptlon for each element v/are

ooBipared In Table 2 with the theoretioal values. From this table

it may be seen that most of the observed absorptions agreed with

the theoretical values. Some of the values which did not agree

may be explained on the basis of second order effects.

Calcium

The results in this experiment for oelcium were a U9 to 58

KEV and 26 K3SV absorption maxima. If the 26 KEV absorption were

actually a second order effect, it would have been equivalent to

52 KEV absorption. Thus, both absorptions corresponded to an

absorption at approximately 52 KEV which appeared in the first

and second order. This agreed reasonably well with the Guggen-

heimer predicted value for the lowest absorption level for calci-

um, 53.8 KEV.

Nickel

Of the absorptions which did not apparently agree with the

Ouggenheimer theory, nickel had absorptions appearing at the 43

and 49 KEV. Since second order reflections were present on the

film, the 43 KEV absorption could have been an absorption of 86

KEV x-rays appearing in the second order. The predicted value of
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•nergy 85.8 KEV oould have ooourred for nlokel by two methods,

the Eq to Eo transition and the to trcnsition. The obaorp-

tion at this level was stronger because these two possible ways

for the 85.8 KEV absorption exinted. The absorption appearing at

49 KEV position, had no theoretical explanation in terms of the

Ouggenheimer theory. Future v/ork may prove it to have bo en an

absorption in which both electronic and nuclear energies were

Involved

.

Zinc

The zinc absorption at 55 K3V did not have an explanation to

resolve it completely with the rotational theory unless, it, too,

was an absorption involving electronic and nuclear energies.

All absorptions observed with the exception of the Ki U9 KKV

and Zn 55 KEY were identified with corresponding energy transi-

tions predicted by the Guggenheimar rotational theory.

Conclusion

These results indicated that the absorption varied with the

energy of x-rays and that there were maxima of absorption for par-

ticular energies of x-rays. The absorption curves were charoo-

teriatio of the element. Most of the absorption maxima agreed

with the theoreticel values of energy levels calculated from the

Ouggenheimer theory. However, only five elements having
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relatively close atoF.lc mass nuioberB were tested end thuB it wee

not possible to verify completely the rotetlonal theory of nuclear

energy levels. Further experiments Involving xaore elements and

quantitative jaeasurement of absorption intensities must be per-

formed before the nuclear rotetlonal theory can be verified.

The experiment described in this paper, however, gave plausi-

bility to such a theory.
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